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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER  10, 2020 
FROM 10AM TO 4PM

100% Digital & Virtual Event
FLAIA IS THE WORLD'S LEADING MARKETPLACE FOR

ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS AND ALTERNATIVE

INVESTMENT DUE DILIGENCE / EDUCATION!



DEAR ATTENDEES:

From the Founder & Chairman 

Thank you to our Sponsors, Nationwide, PIA Residential, Boomerang Capital, S&P Global Market Intelligence, Linkvest
Lending, Clarion Asset Management, Safe Harbor Equity, The Mortgage Office, Millennium Trust, ApexOne Investment
Partners, Preqin, EnTrust Global, Off the Chain Capital, Sheridan Asset Management, and LinkVest Capital for helping
us make this event possible. Without your support and guidance, we would not have been able to produce such a high
quality and great lineup for our Fall Series, Part VI thru IV. Thank you to all our FLAIA Members, the FLAIA Board and
all of our participants for your support during these challenging times. It is amazing how our community has come
together to provide leadership during a high level of uncertainty due to a once in a lifetime plague. I am proud to be a
part of this great group of great men & women!

Real Estate, Direct Lending and Private Debt are 3 legs of the alternative investment industry and over the past 10
years each of these legs have grown to have a much more profound impact on Main Street. Perhaps these 3 legs have
been the hardest hit segment of the overall alternative investment industry. Because of the lack of real time liquidity
and real time price discovery this Forum is the most important conversation for global investors to join. Most investors
have exposure to real estate through equity / credit and amid a crisis, no one has all the answers today. We are
determined to bring clarity, truth, facts and experience from the front line by the most talented investment managers.

The Coronavirus has created a lot of expectation and anticipation for distressed asset sales.  Global interest has never
been so high while asset managers wonder if distressed asset sales will ever arrive. Every asset manager with access
to capital has raised new funds in hopes of buying assets on the cheap, so there is a lot of money sitting on the
sidelines waiting for a discount while political decisions have the global economy waiting in a holding pattern. Investors
are suffering some losses but they are in good shape while thinking about how consumer behavior has changed.  The
investors are watching delinquencies and payments to gauge the damage or lack of damage done to borrowers. These
changes have created and will continue to create both winners and losers.  There has never been a time when
transparency and the efficient flow of information being shared in our community has been so important to success.

The content that you continue to help shape by answering the survey questions is giving us an edge to design the right
agenda.  The answers which investors are searching for will continue to play a pivotal role in shaping and generating
answers to the questions that are causing lots of sleepless nights. The Fall Series of Real Estate, Direct Lending and
Private Debt Forum will look at the short and long term impact of COVID-19 as well as a look at future opportunities
coming out of the global pandemic. The Coronavirus crisis has rapidly become a major part of Americans’ everyday
lives and many of us are thinking about how the virus has and will continue to impact all sectors of the commercial real
estate industry, direct lenders and private debt holders. Coronavirus is creating extreme uncertainty in the short-term
with regards to cashflows. There will be a new normal defined by how people shop, work and play in the future. The
question is, how will the new norm impact these 3 main pillars of our financial economy?

The success of the pace of recovery will depend crucially on policies undertaken during the crisis. If policies ensure
that workers do not lose their jobs, renters and homeowners are not evicted, companies avoid bankruptcy, and
business and trade networks are preserved, the recovery will occur sooner and more smoothly. All working capital
solutions that free liquidity into the market will be part of a quick recovery.

We will learn more from market participants as they shed light on the current conditions!

Sincerely,
MICHAEL CORCELLI



AGENDA
DAY-1: 10 SEPTEMBER, 2020

10:00 AM 

10:30 AM

11:30 AM

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

Private Debt and Real Estate Update: Capital Raising and Deployment during
COVID-19
Rob Jafek, Principal, Boomerang Capital

The Impact on Lenders/Landlords of Covid Moratoriums against Eviction and
Foreclosure
Michael D'Onofrio, Managing Director, Engineered Tax Services
Bill Bymel, Managing Director, Spurs Capital LLC & First Lien Capital LP
Jack Goldberg, Senior Associate, Equity Division, Time Equities
Sheryl Morehead, Managing Director of Capital Markets, Sunstone Properties
Trust
Tony Barkan, Founder & CEO, Allagash Partners

Multifamily Investment Expectations During and Following the COVID-19
Recession
Ernest Johnson, Partner & Executive Managing Director, ApexOne Investment
Partners

War for Yield
Joseph Abramson, Chief Investment Officer, Northvest Capital
Scott Romanek, Managing Director, Sales & Marketing, AIR Asset Management
Brett Hickey, Founder & CEO, Start Mountain Capital
Steven Groslin, Partner, Senior Portfolio Manager, ASG CAPITAL
Luiz Pacheco, Portfolio Manager, BRAINVEST

An Expert's Outlook on Commercial Real Estate Sector Investing: Past, Present,
and Future
Dr. Bharat Sangani, Co-Founder & Chairman, Encore Enterprises

Commercial Investment Opportunities and Private Lending in Today’s Economic
Climate within the Southeast Region
Camilo Niño, Partner & CEO, Linkvest Capital
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AGENDA
DAY-1: 10 SEPTEMBER, 2020

2:00 PM 

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

3:30 PM

4:00 PM

Boutique vs Branded: Distressed Opportunities in Hospitality
Joseph DeMatteo, President, JDM Capitall

An Introduction to Investment in Commercial Aircraft
John Morabito, Managing Director & Portfolio Manager, EnTrust Global Securities
LLC

Insurance Premiums in a Hardening Market
Dave Lamb, National Property Director, Sunstar Insurance

Digital Solutions for Turbulent Time
Michael Corcelli, Founder and Chairman, FLAIA

Closing Remarks
Rainford Knight, Founder and Managing Partner Florida Institute of Finance
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MICHAEL CORCELLI

Founder and Chairman, FLAIA

Mr. Corcelli began his career in the private wealth management side

of the business at UBS. In addition to helping UBS grow their assets

under management, he was responsible for portfolio management

and tactical asset allocation for private clients. After leaving UBS,

Mr, Corcelli formed Alexander Alternative Capital, a global macro

hedge fund that started with shorting sub-prime mortgage

companies. Additionally, Mr. Corcelli is the Founder and Chairman of

the Florida Alternative Investment Association (FLAIA), a 501(c)(6)

non-profit organization which includes some of the most successful

hedge funds and largest family offices both nationally and

internationally. In 2012, he led an initiative to double the Florida

State Board of Administration’s use of alternative investments from

10% to 20% freeing up roughly 15 billion dollars of new capital for

hedge funds, private equity and venture capital. Michael earned his

Michael Corcelli Bachelor of Science in Finance from the University

of Miami.

SPEAKERS

JOHN MORABITO

Managing Director & Portfolio Manager

John Morabito is a Managing Director at EnTrust Global and serves as the

Portfolio Manager of the firm’s Blue Sky Aviation strategy. Mr. Morabito

joined EnTrust Global as a Managing Director in January 2018 with 17

years’ previous experience in the industry. Before joining the firm, Mr.

Morabito was Head of the Financial Institutions Group at CIT Group

where he was responsible for the Commercial Aviation segment and

managing a global team of 15 investment professionals. Mr. Morabito

holds a BA in Finance from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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SPEAKERS

ROB JAFEK
Principal, Boomerang Capital

Robert  Jafek  is currently a Principal at Boomerang Capital Partners and

has been involved in all phases of Boomerang’s development since its

inception. He started his career as an investment banking Analyst at

Morgan Stanley and went on to hold various principal investing roles

including Head of International Trading for Nicholas Applegate Capital

Management and Analyst and Portfolio Manager at Tiger Management.

Eventually he has founded and managed two highly successful alternative

investment firms: Plumeria Advisors and Torrey Pines Capital Management

and now Boomerang Capital Partners. He received a BA in Finance from

The University of Utah and a Masters in Innovation and Entrepreneurship

from HEC Paris. He also teaches business and finance at the university

level, with his current position being an adjunct professor at UC Berkeley

Law.

SCOTT ROMANEK

Managing Director, Sales & Marketing

Scott joined AIRAM in January of 2018 and serves as Managing Director of

Sale & Marketing. With over 20 years of experience in investments and

financial services,  Scott’s responsibilities include fundraising,

implementation of strategic marketing initiatives, development of client

relationships and providing investor relations support to AIR Asset

Management’s investors.  Prior to joining AIR Asset

Management, Scott served as Vice President of Distribution & Fundraising

for MJM 2 Capital, a firm specializing in the fundraising, distribution and

investor relations of a macro hedge fund strategy. Previous to MJM 2

Capital,  Scott  was a wealth advisor with Morgan Stanley, focusing on

bespoke construction of portfolios for HNW clients. Scott started his career

as a derivatives trader, becoming a Member of the Chicago Board of

Trade, with concentration on the US Treasury bond complex as well as SP

500 futures & options.  Scott  earned a Bachelor of Science in Business

from Arizona State University W.P. Carey School of Business. He has

previously held the Series 7 & 66 licenses.
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SPEAKERS

LUIZ PACHECO

Portfolio Management, Brainvest

10+ years of investment experience. Graduated in Civil Engineering from

Universidade Federal do Paraná and has an MBA from Wayne State

University. He is a CFA and CAIA charter holder and a CFP® professional.

BILL BYMEL 

Managing Director, Spurs Capital LLC & First Lien Capital LP

With two decades of experience in both commercial and residential

real estate, Bill Bymel has become known as a pioneer in the

distressed residential mortgage space by creating a new paradigm

for dealing with delinquent borrowers. Both his strategies and

experience personally overseeing the resolution of $300+ million of

NPL since 2009 are illustrated in Bill’s book WIN WIN REVOLUTION,

available on Amazon. Bill is Managing Director at Spurs Capital LLC, a

leading mortgage investment firm that acts as the backbone for each

of his mortgage investment funds. As a Partner in Retail Sites

International, the 40-year-old commercial real estate advisory firm

specializing in retail-restaurant site selection and development, Bill’s

clients have included McDonalds, BJ’s Brewhouse, Darden Restaurants,

and Family Dollar Stores. Bill has spent the last 15 years raising family

in Jupiter, Florida where he is an active member of the community and

volunteers for a number of youth-oriented programs including being a

court appointed Guardian ad Litem for children victims of abuse and

neglect. Bill has also been active as a Film Producer and Public

Speaker and recently moved to Beverly Hills, California with his 14-

year-old daughter.
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SPEAKERS

JOSEPH DEMATTEO, SR

President, JDM Capital Hospitality Management Group

Joseph Dematteo, Sr, President and CEO, JDM Capital Hospitality

Management Group Joseph W. DeMatteo has been an industry expert

in the field of hospitality and real estate investment. Joseph’s passion

for the hospitality industry, as well as his unique experience adds a

touch to the properties he works with. These abilities continue to

enable him to identify hotel opportunities and to find value where

others have looked passed it. To bring those visions to life he founded

JDM Capital and has led the firm’s growth into a multidimensional,

fully integrated real estate organization. His educational

accomplishments include a B.S. in Finance from the State University of

New York, a Degree in Building and Construction Management,

Certificates in International Business and Finance & Hotel Operations

all from New York University. He has also completed an Executive

Management Program from Harvard Law School. As a member of the

NYU faculty, he developed the core concentration and was the first

Professor to teach Asset Management in the Master’s Program at the

Real Estate Institute. Most recently, he developed internship programs

and lectured at Northeastern University’s D’Amore- McKim School of

Business.
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SPEAKERS

ERNEST JOHNSON

Partner and Executive Managing Director, 

ApexOne Investment Partners

Principal and an Executive Managing Director of ApexOne. He focuses on

capital markets, fund strategy and financial administration, and investor

communications. Ernest has 38 years of real estate experience including 17

years as the Executive Vice President of PM Realty Group’s Capital

Markets division and 10 years with JMB Property Company where he served

as Executive Vice President of the Western Division. Immediately following

graduation from college, he managed a national multifamily student

housing portfolio and was responsible for all facets of operations,

including acquisitions, dispositions, construction and finance.  Ernest  is

actively involved with National Multifamily Housing Council. He serves on

the Advisory Council for Auburn University’s Master of Real Estate

Development program and is also on the University of Florida’s Bergstrom

Real Estate Center Advisory Board.  Ernest  previously served as the

Chairman of the Board of Trustees for the Lone Star Chapter of the

National Multiple Sclerosis Society and has been inducted into the MS

Society’s National Fundraising Hall of Fame. Ernest remains active with his

university fraternity, having served as National President of Pi Kappa Phi,

President of Pi Kappa Phi Properties and as a member of the Board of

Directors for the Ability Experience, a national philanthropy raising

awareness and funding for people with disabilities. He currently serves as

Chairman of the Pi Kappa Phi Foundation.  Ernest  graduated with a

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration from Auburn University

(1980).
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SPEAKERS

RAINFORD KNIGHT
Founder and Managing Partner, FIF

Dr.  Knight's experience spans both academia and industry. His

academic career started as an Assistant Professor of Finance at

Fairleigh Dickinson University (FDU) in Madison, New Jersey and then

was a mergers and acquisitions analyst in the financial services

industry. In academia, Dr. Knight is a member of the finance faculty at

Florida Atlantic University and was a member of the finance faculty at

the University of Miami. His PhD is from FAU in the area of IPO pricing,

distribution and market behavior.  Dr.  Knight  sits on the board of the

Florida Alternative Investment Association (FLAIA), the Business

Development Board of Palm Beach County's Financial Advisory Task

Force, the Nat King Cole Generation Hope charity and the CFA Society

of South Florida.

DR. BHARAT SANGANI, SR.

Co-Founder & Chairman, Encore Enterprises

Dr. Bharat Sangani co-founded, Encore Enterprises Inc., in 1999 as a

vehicle for investors to share in the success of his real estate deals.

In 1991, “Doc”, as he is known by both clients and co-workers, made

his first investment in real estate, transforming a failing hotel in

Hollywood, Florida. Doc quickly learned he has a natural instinct for

investing and began growing his portfolio. Over the nearly 30 years

that followed, Doc has established a successful real estate

investment and development firm with a proven track record across

multiple sectors throughout the United States. He is responsible for

more than $2B in real estate transactions for Encore and oversees

every aspect of the business.
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SPEAKERS

BRETT  HICKEY

Founder & CEO, Star Mountain Capital

Brett Hickey is the Founder & CEO of Star Mountain Capital, LLC, a

$1+ billion AUM specialized U.S. lower middle-market investment firm.

Star Mountain employs a data-driven approach to provide value-

added debt and equity capital to established small & medium-sized

companies leveraging its large market expertise, scale-driven

resources, and longstanding relationships. With approximately 30 full-

time people and over 25 operating partners and advisors, Star

Mountain brings proven large market expertise to help business

owners maximize value. Star Mountain’s team and partners include

former senior executives from GSO / Blackstone, Goldman Sachs,

Merrill Lynch, Credit Suisse, and Citigroup. Star Mountain provides

flexible capital solutions including debt and equity for business

owners and has a strategic primary and secondary fund business

through which it invests in over 250 U.S. private businesses. This

secondary business provides early liquidity to investors in U.S. lower

middle-market credit and equity funds. Star Mountain’s in-house

technology team has built proprietary systems to support its data-

driven approach to maximize value for investors and business owners

alike. Star Mountain is a trademarked brand, including “Investing in

the Growth Engine of America ®” and Star Mountain’s distinctive

“Collaborative Ecosystem ®” includes hosting and participating in

100+ events per year. Star Mountain’s Charitable Foundation supports

career development form women, veterans, and athletes as well as

health & wellness initiatives including cancer research. Prior to

becoming a principal investor starting in the early 2000s, Mr. Hickey

was an Investment Banker at Salomon Smith Barney / Citigroup

Global Markets in New York City where he covered global Asset

Managers and Financial Institutions. In that role, he analyzed asset

managers and asset classes, ultimately working on over $20 billion in

completed strategic acquisitions and capital raises.
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SPEAKERS

DAVE LAMB

National Property Director, Sunstar Insurance

Dave Lamb joined Sunstar Insurance in 2019 as their National Property

Director.   He has over 15 years working with property owners/managers

across the United States.   He personally insures over 60,000 apartment

and condo units in addition to office, warehouse and retail.   He has

worked on and created multi-billion dollar property programs with both

domestic and international carriers.   For his work on creating these

programs he was named of the top 40 people under 40 by Insurance

business America.   He specializes in working with multi state portfolios

and has done extensive work with large frame portfolios, coastal

properties, aluminum wiring, LITEC and subsidized housing, as well as

shock loss properties.

 

In addition to his work with Property he has leveraged his relationships

with carriers to create exclusive and creative programs for Cannabis,

Trucking and other hard to place risks.   Dave is a graduate of Truman

State University where he holds a Bachelor of Arts in Business

Administration with a minor in Economics.

JOSEPH ABRAMSON

Chief Investment Officer, Northvest

I am the Chief Investment Officer of Northvest Capital, one of

Canada’s leading private equity firms. I have 25+ years experience

combining top-down, quantitative and thematic macro analysis with

bottom-up, catalyst-driven fundamental industry research.

Consistently outperformed benchmarks while managing $30M at TD

Trust, as a Research Analyst at a New York long/short hedge fund and

in model portfolios at BCA Research. Referred to in prominent

business publications such as the Financial Times and Barron’s.
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SPEAKERS

SHERYL MOREHEAD

Managing Director of Capital Markets, Sunstone Properties Trust

Prior to joining Sunstone, Ms. Morehead held positions in both the

financial services and commercial real estate industries. Her executive

banking positions include EVP of the real estate industries group for Bank

Cal/Mitsubishi, CCO for First Los Angeles Bank and Opus Bank as well as

President/CEO for First Bank of Beverly Hills. Much of Sheryl's banking

experience involved the resolution of institutions troubled by problem

commercial real estate assets.

     Sheryl started her career with retail developer Lanning Corp of  Boston

prior to earning her MBA from Harvard Business School. She later  joined

M&M Development Corp in 2002 where she was involved in every phase

of development, financing, leasing and dispositions. Ms. Morehead

completed her undergraduate work at Boston University earning a BS in

finance. She has served on the board of several banks, the national

chapter of Boy Scouts of America and two California-based CDFIs.

JACK GOLDBERG

Senior Associate, Equity Division, Time Equities

Jack Goldberg is the Senior Associate in Time Equities' Equity Division,

which is responsible for syndicating investments alongside TEI Principals

and Affiliates via direct investments, diversified private placement funds,

and custom 1031 exchanges.   Jack is a subject matter expert on the

various asset classes which TEI focuses on, including office, industrial,

multi-family, retail, student housing, distressed debt, and non-performing

loans.
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SPEAKERS

TONY BARKAN

Founder/CEO, Allagash Partners

Tony Barkan is the Founder, Managing Principal, and CEO of Allagash

Partners which offers institutional and HNW investors focused strategies

that can consistently capitalize on the wealth of opportunities within the

US residential real estate market while also continuously seeking to

preserve invested capital. Prior to founding Allagash, from 2008-2015, Mr.

Barkan was one of five Founding Principals and the Head of Commercial

Real Estate at Seer Capital Management, an SEC-registered investment

management company with $4 billion AUM. Mr. Barkan planned and

executed Seer’s LMI workforce housing value-add strategy; developed

and ran the second largest global CMBS B-Piece investment businesses,

driving transactions on over $20 billion of US CRE properties; and

structured and invested into significant Mezzanine Loan exposure. Prior to

Seer Capital, from 2001-2008, Mr. Barkan built and ran alternative

investment platforms at Clinton, Harbert, and Sailfish managing portfolios

with peak investor equity over $1 billion, a peak long asset portfolio over

$10 billion, and peak total market exposure of almost $20 billion while

leading teams as large as 20 people. Notably, Mr. Barkan was an early

identifier of the real estate-led economic crisis and by the beginning of

2007 had migrated his hedge fund portfolio to be entirely short using real

estate-backed credit derivatives . 

From 1997-2001, Mr. Barkan was a Senior Portfolio Manager and

investment committee member at Pareto Partners (originally Forstmann-

Leff). Mr. Barkan began his career trading a range of real estate,

commodity, and currency products at Salomon Brothers, Goldman Sachs,

and ED&F Man Group from 1988-1997 . Mr. Barkan supports Here Arts

Center, Scholars at Risk, and CaringKind: The Heart of Alzheimer's

Caregiving. Mr. Barkan graduated from Princeton University where he was

selected to the Honor Committee, and he is a member of the Triple Nine

Society.
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SPEAKERS

CAMILO NIÑO

CEO and Founder, Linkvest Capital - LV Lending

Camilo is CEO and Founder of Linkvest Capital, a vertically integrated

real estate firm with financing, acquisition and development operations.

He brings over 22 years of experience as investment advisor, real estate

investor and private lender.

Linkvest’s private lending arm, LV Lending, currently services a portfolio of

over $200 million. Since founding the firm in 2015, Camilo has overseen

close to 500 transactions for over $400 million in Florida and Georgia. He

has represented some of the region’s most high-profile development

projects, including the Triptych Hotel in Midtown Miami, Bijou Bay Harbour

Condominium in Bay Harbour Islands, Miami Springs Town Center, and

Soleste Alameda in West Miami, among others.

At Linkvest Properties, Linkvest’s real estate investment and management

firm, Camilo has led the firm in the acquisition of commercial real estate

assets throughout the southeast region and currently manages a large

portfolio of single-tenant properties, shopping centers and industrial

assets in Florida and Georgia. Some of the firm’s recent acquisitions

include United Rentals in Pompano Beach, Chase on the Miami River;

McDonald’s and Tire Kingdom in Hialeah; and FedEx and a Wells Fargo

branch in Atlanta.

At LV Development, Linkvest’s co-development firm, Camilo establishes

partnerships with prominent and experienced multifamily and mixed-use

properties. High profile developers such as Estate Investments Group;

Futura Company and CIP Realty. In the last two years, LV Development

has invested in the development of 5 multifamily projects with over 1,000

units.

Prior to launching Linkvest Capital, Camilo was an investment advisor with

Akro Advisors Inc. and served as a real estate investor with Gamma

Opportunities LLC, where he specialized in acquiring distressed

residential real estate throughout Florida.
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SPEAKERS

MICHAEL D'ONOFRIO

Managing Director, Engineered Tax Services

Michael D’Onofrio is the Managing Director of ETS and sits on the

Executive Board. He has had a successful career in finance, energy

consulting, and real estate development. Michael has founded numerous

successful companies and is a valued member of the team. His strong

business drive has added professionalism, consistency and significant

growth to the company as a whole as he guides his clients along the path

of increased success and missed opportunities for reduced tax liability.

He has also mentored many ETS team members to the same success.

Michael is originally from Southern Florida and recently relocated to

Charlotte, North Carolina with his wife and two small children. They enjoy

playing in the great outdoors, mountain biking, hiking, and sports. Michael

also enjoys yoga, particularly Bikram Yoga (known as “hot” yoga), and

rather than client golf outings, he will happily oblige any ETS clients with

an hour of hot yoga instruction!

STEVEN GROSLIN

Partner, Senior Portfolio Manager

Partner, Executive Board Member & Senior Portfolio

Manager  Steven  Groslin  Joined ASG Capital in January 2014. Prior to

this, Steven spent over thirteen years trading Fixed Income for the Natixis

Group in Paris. Before joining Natixis Steven worked for six years in Fixed

Income lending in Paris and five years in Retail Banking in France and the

UK.  Steven  Groslin  has a Bachelor Degree in European Accounting and

Finance from Leeds Metropolitan University (UK) and LeHavre/Caen

Business School (France).
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PLATINUM
SPONSORS

THANK YOU!

ApexOne  Investment Partners, LLC is a dedicated real estate

investment firm with a specialty in workforce, conventional multifamily

and student housing properties. Directly and along with a series of

institutional and private equity joint venture partners,  ApexOne  has

acquired 39 assets and invested in over $1,000,000,000 of multifamily

real estate nationwide since 2011.    ApexOne  is a Select Sponsor of

Freddie Mac and was one of the original participants and continues to

utilize the Freddie Mac "Green-Up" program that encourages and

rewards environmentally responsible ownership.

APEXONE INVESTMENT PARTNERS

Sunstone Properties Trust ("Sunstone") is a real estate  firm

headquartered  in Westlake Village, California.  Our founders have

participated in over $25 billion in real estate transactions and have

extensive experience in the acquisition, financing, rehabilitation, and

development of all real estate asset classes. Our investments are

structured to preserve and grow investor capital.

Sunstone is  actively involved in acquiring value-add  multifamily assets,

developing industrial properties in Qualified Opportunity Zones,

rehabilitating and repositioning office properties, and developing LIHTC

multifamily projects. Our investments generate both current income and

capital appreciation for our investors.

SUNSTONE PROPERTIES TRUST

Sunstar Insurance was founded in 2013 and has become the 35th largest

Independent Agency in The United States based on Commercial

Premium.  With over 300 employees and over $500,000,000 in annual

premiums Sunstar has the advantages of a large corporation but the feel

and service of a local company.

SUNSTAR INSURANCE
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PLATINUM
SPONSORS

THANK YOU!

NORTHVEST

Northvest Capital is a private investment fund that specializes in mid-

market PE deals, series A venture capital investment and opportunistic

investment in distressed deals. Our objective is to identify platforms –

management teams, businesses, and sectors – where we can invest to

build leading enterprises. We gravitate toward growing companies that

have demonstrated market traction and require a partner to help them

achieve clear industry leadership.

Brainvest is an independent multi-family office with locations in

Switzerland, Brazil and the US.

BRAINVEST WEALTH MANAGEMENT

First Lien Investment GP LLC is a division of Spurs Capital LLC, a New

York based Investment Manager founded in 2008 by a team of veteran

mortgage professionals all of whom have extensive experience in

pricing, due diligence, servicing, and restructuring of seasoned, non-

performing residential mortgage whole loan assets (NPLs). Our

purchase strategy was created to address a current and forthcoming

dislocation in the residential whole loan and structured products

market. With looming market corrections on the horizon, Spurs is well-

positioned to capitalize on opportunities in both the secondary

mortgage market and distressed real estate centers throughout the

USA. Our goal is to provide solutions to both financial institutions and

borrowers currently under stress. We make a positive contribution to

the resolution of troubled loans and the eventual re-emergence of a

stronger, healthier mortgage market. For financial institutions, we

provide liquidity with a transparent investment approach that includes

best-in-class pricing and models as well as highly proficient

experience in servicing oversight that will produce exceptional asset

performance. For borrowers, we bring industry-leading expertise to

help those facing financial challenges with opportunities to restructure

their mortgages in a way that makes economic sense, a true win-win.

SPURS CAPITAL LLC
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Boomerang Finance, LLC (the "Fund") has an investment objective of

providing income with limited variability in returns.  This is accomplished

by providing short-term, business-purpose loans secured by real estate

in a first lien position with the additional protections of a personal

guarantee from borrowers and cross collateralization.   All loans are

self-originated, and risk managed through careful underwriting,

thoughtful portfolio construction and consistent servicing. The majority

of borrowers are return clients.  Exposure is broad-based, and the Fund

is structured as a REIT.

BOOMERANG CAPITAL PARTNERS

PLATINUM
SPONSORS

THANK YOU!

AIR ASSET MANAGEMENT

AIR Asset Management is a rapidly growing hedge fund management

firm based in downtown Chicago. AIRAM is the US-strategic partner of

Carlisle Management, a $2.3B global investment firm solely dedicated

to the life settlement space since inception in 2008 with senior

management having a combined 80 years of experience in the asset

class. We focus on providing investors attractive returns that are non-

correlated to traditional asset classes through open-end hedge fund

and private equity style closed-end vehicles. AIRAM is a strong believer

in socially responsible investment strategies, and we promote these

efforts through our voluntary membership in the Principles for

Responsible Investment.

Encore FGBF invests in and acquires and/or develops Five Guys Burgers

and Fries franchised restaurants in targeted territories, focusing on Five

Guys restaurants where it can add value, build out undeveloped

markets, and increase financial performance through improved

operations procedures, processes, and management.

ENCORE FGBF
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Allagash Partners began operations in 2019 managing the Allagash

Opportunity Zone CRE Fund I through its subsidiary Allagash

Opportunity Zone Partners which is in process of registering both

with the SEC as an RIA and with the CDFI Fund at the Department

of Treasury as a Community Development Entity. Allagash explores

the wealth of opportunities within the US residential real estate

market stemming primarily from the massive shortage in affordable

working-class rental properties in order to offer institutional and

HNW investors focused strategies that are scalable and can

consistently provide 15%+ net returns while also preserving investor's

capital. These investments are currently being offered as both multi-

property private equity real estate funds and as single property

investments for compelling opportunities that do not fit within the

Fund's mandate. Allagash was founded by Tony Barkan who serves

as Managing Principal and CEO and chairs the investment and

operations committees. Allagash's senior partners bring over 100

years of commercial real estate experience with particular expertise

in working-class multifamily housing especially in secondary markets,

which Allagash believes can provide investment opportunities with

outsized returns and moderate risk. Allagash maintains a simple

process for generating investor returns: align interests, buy

opportunistically, add-value/develop intelligently, manage

efficiently, and sell deliberately. Allagash believes that projects

which actively seek to provide a positive social impact should

generate higher returns while presenting lower risk. As a result,

Allagash seeks to work closely with communities into which it invests

in order to understand their community development goals and

methodologies for improving stability and resiliency.

PLATNIUM
SPONSORS

THANK YOU!

ALLAGASH PARTNERS
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Time

 Equities (“TEI”) has been in the real estate investment, development, 

investor management, and asset & property management business for 

more than 54 years. TEI currently holds over 300+ properties in its own 

diversified portfolio totaling approximately 33 million square feet of 

multi-family, industrial, office, retail, and student housing property 

currently valued over $5 billion. With properties in 33 US states, 5 

Canadian provinces, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, the UK, and 

Anguilla (British Virgin Islands), the TEI portfolio benefits from a 

diversity of property types, sizes and markets.

EnTrust Global Securities LLC is an SEC registered broker-dealer that,

through its registered representatives, may introduce for compensation

prospective investors to private investment vehicles or accounts

managed by, EnTrust Global Partners LLC, EnTrust Global Partners

Offshore LP, and/or any advisory affiliate, each of which is registered

as an investment adviser with the U.S. Securities and Exchange

Commission under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended.

EnTrust Global Securities LLC is a member of FINRA and SIPC, but it

does not maintain customer accounts or securities, nor does it execute

or clear any trades. EnTrust Global Securities LLC reserves the right to

monitor and archive all electronic communications sent from or

received by its network.

PLATNIUM
SPONSORS

THANK YOU!

TIME EQUITIES INC.

ENTRUST GLOBAL SECURITIES LLC

JDM Capital Corp. provides consulting and asset oversight for direct

acquisitions, joint venture partnerships, participation in co-general

partnership opportunities, bridge funding, and mezzanine lending.

JDM CAPITAL CORP
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PLATNIUM
SPONSORS
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Linkvest Capital LLC is a US-based co-investment platform for family

offices and private investors. As a vertically integrated real estate firm,

Linkvest Capital includes financing, acquisition and development

entities.  LV Lending, the private financing affiliate, focuses on

investment purposed loans for the acquisition and development of

residential, commercial and land projects The company has a current

portfolio of $200 million and has serviced more than 500 transactions

for over $400 million in Florida and Georgia. Linkpoint Properties is a

real estate investment and management firm focused on the

acquisition of commercial and industrial real estate throughout the

southeast region and operates a portfolio of over $35 million. LV

Development is a real estate investment firm focused on partnerships

with established real estate developers for the construction of

multifamily and mixed-use projects in Florida.

Founded in 2013, Linkvest Capital prides itself on aligning its interests

with those of its investors, team’s approachability, and high level of

transparency.

LINKVEST CAPITAL - LV LENDING

Star Mountain Capital, founded in 2010 by Brett Hickey, is a specialized

asset management firm focused exclusively on the large and

fragmented U.S. lower middle-market. Backed by some of the world’s

most sophisticated institutional and high-net-worth investors, Star

Mountain has developed a unique and proprietary platform to provide

investors with highly diversified access to the attractive risk-reward

opportunities available from established businesses that are not large

enough to access the more efficient U.S. capital markets.

STAR MOUNTAIN CAPITAL

ASG Capital is a Registered Investment Advisor in the State of Florida.

Special focus is placed on Preferred Securities, Junior/Senior

Subordinated Debt, Hybrid Securities, Contingent Convertible Bonds of

Investment Grade Issuers. ASG’s Team Objective is to achieve Risk

Adjusted Income Returns that are higher than Static Bond Portfolios.

ASG CAPITAL
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Engineered Tax Services, Inc. (ETS) is a licensed engineering

firm that focuses on federal, state, and local tax benefits.

Engineered Tax Services was founded by CEO, Julio

Gonzalez, to bring specialty tax engineering services to

mainstream America. There are several federal tax incentives

in which the IRS requires professional engineers and scientists

to determine the tax benefits in the areas of real estate and

manufacturing. Specific to real estate is the ability to

depreciate real estate investments by components vs. the

traditional expensing of real estate over a 39 or 27.5-year

period. A forensic engineering study of a real estate property,

in which the building is depreciated component by

component, allows investors to expense up to 50% (and in

some cases, more because of 100% bonus depreciation) of

the purchase of their building up front.Decades ago, cost

segregation was only available to real estate investors who

worked with the Big 4 accounting firms who had dedicated

engineering staffs. Mr. Gonzalez’s goal was to be a resource

to the CPA community so that these services could be

available to all real estate investors, big or small. Cost

segregation continues to be one of the largest tax incentives

for wealth preservation. There are very few investments that

the United States Federal government allows investors to

expense dollar for dollar. Real estate is the one investment

from which you can deduct 100% of the purchase price

against taxable income. Inherently, this allows for a 50%

return on investment at a 50% federal and state tax bracket.

Cost segregation allows the investor the ability to mitigate

tax liabilities and preserve wealth by accelerating these

deductions much quicker.

PLATNIUM
SPONSORS

THANK YOU!

ENGINEERED TAX SERVICES, INC. (ETS)
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ABOUT FLAIA

FLAIA is a not-for-profit 501 (C) 6 for Alternative Investments. Our
mission spans a broad range of areas including Community Building,
Education, Branding, Capital Acquisition, Business Attraction and
Policy Optimization. Our ultimate goal is to be the World's Leading
Center for Alternative Investments & Alternative Investment
Education. 

We focus on facilitating the flow of information and collaboration
between "Buyers" & "Sellers" by connecting informing, establishing,
enabling, growing, and advising on key issues. Among those issues
is the alignment of interests among investment professionals and
stakeholders as well as transparency and best practices. 

FLAIA is unparalleled in its advocacy of the alternative investment
industry. FLAIA representatives have cultivated positive
relationships with regulatory, fiscal and government authorities as
well as media outlets globally. Our consistent advocacy for
alternative investments has led to a significant growth in early-stage
businesses for whom our industry is a primary source of funding.
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T H A N K  Y O U  F O R
A T T E N D I N G !

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER  10, 2020 
FROM 10 AM - 4 PM

100% DIGITAL & VIRTUAL EVENT
FLAIA IS THE WORLD'S LEADING MARKETPLACE FOR ALTERNATIVE

INVESTMENTS AND ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT DUE DILIGENCE /

EDUCATION!


